It is thus doubtful that simulations of climate and atmospheric change using SIM measurements are indicative of real behavior in the Earth's climate and atmosphere.
Introduction
Since incoming solar radiation supplies the energy that powers Earth's climate and atmosphere, reliable knowledge of the spectral distribution of this radiation and of wavelength-dependent long-term irradiance variations is critical for assessing solarinduced climate and ozone change. Multiple space-based measurements made in the past 30 years show that total solar irradiance (TSI), the radiant energy integrated over all wavelengths, increased ~0.1 % at peaks of the Sun's recent 11-year cycles (Kopp and Lean 2011 ) and middle ultraviolet spectral energy increased by at least an order of magnitude more and Woods 2010). But Irradiance Monitor (SIM) on the Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE) has observed spectral irradiance simultaneously at the ultraviolet, visible and infrared wavelengths that compose the bulk of TSI changes. SIM measured solar spectral irradiance variations at wavelengths between 240 and 1630 nm from the 2004 to 2008, during a portion of the descending phase of solar cycle 23, reporting a 0.3 Wm-2 (2%) decrease in UV energy at 250 to 300 nm and a corresponding 0.3 Wm-2 (0.2%) increase in visible energy at 600 to 700 (Harder et al. 2005) . Figure 1 shows these changes in the context of the spectral irradiance database.
In lieu of direct, continuous solar spectral irradiance observations on climatological time scales, models such as the Naval Research Laboratory Solar Spectral Irradiance (NRLSSI) variability model have been developed to calculate the variations arising from the wavelength-dependent effects of sunspots and faculae, the two primary known sources of solar irradiance variations (e.g., Lean and Woods 2010) . NRLSSI reproduces short term spectral irradiance changes (time scale of days) associated with the Sun's nominal 27-day rotation on its axis observed simultaneously throughout the UV, visible and infrared spectrum but suggest much smaller solar cycle changes (time scale of years) than SIM reports, and a solar cycle change in the visible spectrum both smaller in amplitude and inphase (rather than out-of-phase) with solar activity. Analagous models that utilize bolometric (spectrally weighted and integrated) sunspot and facular parameterizations account for a high fraction (92%) of the total solar irradiance variance that TIM measured simultaneously with SIM's spectral irradiance measurements, on both solar rotation and solar cycle time scales (Kopp and Lean 2010) .
A recent simulation of climate and atmospheric responses to solar spectrum changes using the SIM measurements reported that "the effects of solar variability on temperature throughout the atmosphere may be contrary to current expectations" (Haigh et al. 2010) , concluding that higher solar activity cools, rather than warms, the Earth. Specifically, because the solar visible spectral energy is less during high solar activity, according to the SIM measurements, the effect of the solar activity cycle is to cool the Earth's surface temperature. This statement contradicts numerous empirical analyses that relate increased global surface temperature with higher solar activity (Lean 2010 
Measured Spectrallrradiance Variations
Multiple measurements and analyses indicate that high solar activity produces high solar UV irradiance, with shorter UV wavelengths increasing more (Lean and Woods 2010; DeLand and Cebula 2011) . The databases of the HI Lyman a emission line at 121.6 nm and the irradiance in a band from 250-300 nm in Figures 1a and 1b illustrate this; during times of recent solar activity maxima (1980, 1990, 2000) the UV irradiance increased ~60% at Lyman a and -2% in the 250-300 nm band. In the visible and near infrared spectrum, irradiance changes during the solar cycle are an order of magnitude smaller than in the UV spectrum and, according to the SIM observations shown in Figure lc , opposite in phase. irradiance at 900 -950 nm is acknowledged to be an instrumental artifact.
Comparison of Measured and Modeled Spectral Irradiance Variations
The NRLSSI model calculates solar spectral irradiance variations by accounting for the wavelength dependences of sunspot and facular influences. During epochs of high solar activity, the greater number and larger area of both sunspots and facular alter spectral irradiance at all wavelengths, relative to solar minimum levels, because they are respectively darker and brighter than the surrounding background "quiet" Sun. As the Sun rotates on its axis, approximately once every 27 days, active regions appear to pass across the hemisphere of the Sun projected to Earth, producing additional short term spectral irradiance variations. This 27 -day rotational modulation of spectral irradiance has larger magnitude during high solar activity than during solar minima, when sunspots and faculae are far less prevalent.
The NRLSSI model closely tracks short-term changes in solar irradiance variations that space-based instruments, including SIM, measure at all wavelengths on time scale of days to weeks; these changes occur on sufficiently short time scales that instrumental effects are relatively small, by comparison. Evident in Figure 3a is the excellent agreement of the The uncertainty in the SIM UV spectral irradiance measurements during the SORCE mission is as large as 2% at some wavelengths, and typically a factor of 2 to 5 larger than Harder et al. (2009) report (but quite typical of uncertainties reported for prior UV irradiance measurements). Because of these larger uncertainties, is not possible to claim that the UV spectral irradiance variations that SIM measures are entirely real solar variations rather than, at least partly, uncorrected instrumental changes.
Total Irradiance Constraints on Spectral Irradiance Variations
An immutable constraint on solar spectral irradiance is that the integral over wavelength equals the total solar irradiance. Yet there are notable differences between SIM's summed and scaled (by , , , , , ,' , ·,i I, , , , , , , , , I , , , , " ,', ,1, , , , , , , , , I i , ',', ii, , , , I , , , , , , , , , I 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 
